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–  2005: Dagstuhl seminar 
–  2005: ACM MM Workshop on 
Multimedia for Human 
Communication 
–  2008: Multimedia Systems 
Journal Special Issue 
(core model and companion 
system papers) 
editors: Frank Nack, Zeljko 
Obrenovic and Lynda Hardman 
Canonical Reduced to the simplest 
and most significant form possible, 
without loss of generality 
Overview of Canonical Processes 
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CeWe Color PhotoBook Processes 
My winter ski holidays with my friends 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CeWe Color PhotoBook Processes 
•  Media assets are captured, generated or 
transformed 
CeWe Color PhotoBook Processes 
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CeWe Color PhotoBook Processes 
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CeWe Color PhotoBook Processes 
•   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CeWe Color PhotoBook Processes 
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Canonical Processes 
SAMT 2009 Tutorial: A Semantic Multimedia Web, 1 December 20 
How can we use Semantics to support 



























Browsing annotated collections of 











E-Culture Linked Data Cloud 
25 http://e-culture.multimedian.nl/demo/session/search 













Generating video documentaries 
from annotated media 
repositories 



























Example: What do you think of 
the war in Afghanistan? 








What do you think of the war in 
Afghanistan? 
32 







I cannot think 


































































57 Claims, 16 Data, 4 Concessions, 
3 Warrants, 1 Condition 






I am not a fan 
of military actions 
War has never solved anything 
Two billions dollar bombs on tents 
I cannot think of a 
more effective solution 
weaken 















S10 = support 
= contradict 
























































What are my messages?   
•  Metadata associated with media assets can be used for 
different stages of interac3ve access  
•  Metadata can be created and added by hand, linked 
automa3cally or automa3cally extracted 
•  The message itself can be made explicit (more metadata) 
•  Media content and metadata can be passed around and 
among systems 
•  We need community agreement on how to do this (e.g. 
canonical processes) 
•  Users can be given much richer and more flexible access to 
(seman3cally annotated) media content, but… 
•  we need to understand why we are genera3ng metadata and 
store it in a reusable way  48 
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"I have seen the dark universe yawning 
Where the black planets roll without aim, 
Where they roll in their horror unheeded, 
Without knowledge or luster or name.” 
‐‐ H. P. LovecraK, Nemesis 
